Investment Contract

§1
The agreement concerns the distribution of the net profit of a company called
HODLER.TECH OÜ, Peterburi tee 53-101, 11415 Tallinn, Estonia REG NO 14419613,
among investors owning:
Ethereum based ERC20 Tokens issued by the company called HODLER.TECH
(abbreviated name HDL).
Token contract address: 0x95c4be8534d69c248c0623c4c9a7a2a001c17337

§2
The company undertakes to pay out each year a portion of its net profits
corresponding to the amount of tokens held by the investor according to the
conversion rate:
1 HDL = 1/1,000,000,000.00 share of the company's profits.
Company's profits will be announced annually on the Company's website, on the
basis of tax settlements made in the Republic of Estonia. The Company assumes
full legal responsibility for the accuracy of the published financial results.

§3
Payment of a portion of the company's profit to the investor shall be made in the
form of HDL tokens or ETH cryptocurrency.

§4
The investor is obliged to store HDL tokens at one address for 10 days prior to
the date of publication of the company’s profit report. Dividends will be paid on
the 10th day after the publication of the company's financial results.

§5
The share in the company's net profits is calculated according to the following
formula:
The company's profit expressed in USD / 1,000,000,000.00 x number of tokens
purchased during ICO = the USD amount gross profit the equivalent of which in HDL
tokens or ETH (at the Company’s discretion) will be paid to the investor less the
current Estonian dividend tax at 20%.
The current cryptocurrency rate is the average of the www.coinmarketcap.com
website at the date of publication of the report on the amount of profit
generated by the HODLER.TECH OÜ Company.

§6
The company's financial results will be announced annually, by 31st of January,
for the previous financial year.

§7
The investor may sell their HDL tokens to another person or company without the
consent of HODLER.Tech. New token holders do not need to have an investment
contract.

§8
All investors who participated in the ICO will be notified via the email provided
during the registration process at ICO. New token holders may register on the
https://hodler.tech website, to get email notification of the date of the
dividend payment.

§9
Failure to register the token address for dividend payment 10 days prior to the
Company's announcement of financial results, will result in forfeiture of profit
share for the last year of the Company's operations.

§10
The laws of the Republic of Estonia shall apply to matters not governed by this
Agreement. The place of dispute settlement shall be the country in which the
Company is subject to the legal and tax system.

§11
This Investment Contract is valid only with the electronic signature of the
founder of the company HODLER.TECH OÜ - Tobiasz Horodko, Estonian Tax Code:
38512120111

